
KITCHENAID®  STAND MIXER ATTACHMENT
SPIRALIZER PLUS WITH 
PEEL, CORE AND SLICE

KSM2APC

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
- Reinvent classic dishes

- Versatility with spiralizing, slicing,  
peeling, and coring

ENDURING DESIGN
- Premium metal construction

- Easy to use

- Easy to clean

- Convenient storage case

- Designed to work with all models 
of KitchenAid® Stand Mixers

INCLUDES
- Spiralizer attachment

- Extra Fine spiralizing blade

- Fine spiralizing blade

- Medium spiralizing blade

- Thin slicing blade (small core)

- Slicing blade (small core)

- Slicing blade (large core)

- Peeling blade

- Fruit and vegetable skewer

- Convenient storage case
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KITCHENAID®  STAND MIXER ATTACHMENT
SPIRALIZER PLUS WITH 
PEEL, CORE AND SLICE

KSM2APC

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
- REINVENT CLASSIC DISHES by introducing  

fruits and vegetables into your favorite recipes.  

- VERSATILITY WITH SPIRALIZING, SLICING, 
PEELING, AND CORING - now features  
13 combinations. 

- EXTRA FINE SPIRALIZING BLADE creates a  
2 mm x 3 mm strand, similar to angel hair noodles.  

- FINE SPIRALIZING BLADE creates a 4 mm x 4 mm 
strand, similar to spaghetti.

- MEDIUM SPIRALIZING BLADE creates a 4 mm 
x 6 mm strand for quick and easy potatoes and 
zucchini in casseroles and soups.

- THIN SLICING BLADE (small core) for a 2 mm 
ribbon style result to make extra-thin slices for 
salads and other garnishes. 

- SLICING BLADE (small core) for a 4 mm ribbon 
style result with fresh fruits and vegetables with 
little to no cores, such as zucchini.

- SLICING BLADE (large core) for a 4 mm ribbon 
style result with fresh fruits and vegetables with 
larger cores, such as apples.

- PEELING BLADE can be used independently or in 
combination with spiralizing or spiral slicing blades.

- FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SKEWER holds fruits 

and vegetables in place while processing. 

KSM2APC PRODUCT PRODUCT 
CARTON

MASTER 
PACK

Height 2.9 (7.4) 9.3 (23.5) 7.2 (18.3)

Width 12.4 (31.4) 15.1 (38.4) 15.5 (39.4)

Depth 5.8 (14.7) 3.4 (8.6) 9.7 (24.7)

Net Weight 2.4 (1.1) — —

Shipping Weight — 3.9 (1.8) 8.3 (3.8)

Master Pack 
Quantity

— — 2 Units

12 Master Packs per Layer x 6 Layers per Skid =144 Units per Skid

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ENDURING DESIGN
- EASY TO USE. Simply attach to the multipurpose 

attachment hub for stable, hands free use.

- EASY TO CLEAN. Designed for easy cleanup  
after use. Accessories are dishwasher safe, top shelf 
only. Main body should be cleaned with a warm, 
damp cloth.

- CONVENIENT STORAGE CASE provides 
organization of the unit and accessories.

SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS
- Dimensions in inches (centimeters)
- Weight in pounds (kilograms)

MODEL DESCRIPTION UPC

KSM2APC Spiralizer Plus with  
     Peel, Core, Slice 883049 39624 8


